ONBOARDING SERVICE FOR POLY LENS

Make collaboration better for your employees, no matter where they work or the Poly device they choose. Poly Lens is a cloud-based service that delivers device management and insights vital to optimizing workplace experiences.

An important part of any investment is knowing how it's performing. Poly Lens gives you a window into collaboration environments across your entire organization, with a spotlight on how and when devices are being used.

The Poly Lens Onboarding Service* delivers a successful tenant creation, setup of up to three Poly supported devices that will enable you to monitor those devices in the Poly Lens dashboard, and Poly expert guidance and best practices throughout the engagement. By utilizing this Poly Lens Onboarding Service, you'll be a Poly Lens expert in no time, leveraging reports, and reaching your deployment goals. When you have the know-how, you get the most out of your meeting technology.

HAVE EXPERTS ONBOARD YOUR DEVICES INTO POLY LENS

BENEFITS

• Save time and money by allowing a Poly expert to set up your company Poly Lens account.
• See first-hand how Poly experts onboard up to three Poly devices into Poly Lens.
• Accelerate your IT teams' learning curve with an informative overview and knowledge transfer session.
• Ensure future success and ROI by understanding the entirety of Poly Lens management, monitoring, analytics and insights.

*Requires a Poly+, Poly+ Enterprise, or Elite Service Agreement

LEARN MORE

For more information on Poly Lens visit www.poly.com/lens. For more information on Poly Support and Professional Services visit www.poly.com/services.